
 

 

 

Class Selections and Multi-Year Education 

After speaking with a few parents I thought it may be useful to share some   
information around class selections and multi-year education.  

The class selection process takes us significant amount of time and it includes 
the following: 

1. How many students do we have in each year level 

2. What are our options for class structures ensuring there is no more than 
2 grades in a class 

3. What is the student profile (literacy and numeracy levels, barriers to 
learning) 

4. Who are the friends that students have selected 

5. Which students have we observed students working effectively with 

6. What has been parent input if any 

7. Professional judgement discussions that focus on wellbeing, social and 
educational outcomes for all students 

It is not an exact science by any means, really more of an art, we cut out        
students names and put them on big boards, debate, move them around and 
then finish with something that meets the most success criteria.  Over the years 
teachers develop a great feel for it and regardless of the outcomes, they will do 
their best to make their classes most inclusive, safe and collaborative groups 
possible. 

As for the education in multi-year classes, that is our core business using       
Australian Curriculum, Jolly Phonics, Jolly Grammar and new Units of Work 
which are all differentiated for year levels and abilities.  Teachers rotate          
activities over the years but more importantly they adjust the challenge and 
expectations with student’s readiness for it.  This means that even though there 
may only be 2 year levels in a class, you actually have up to 5 year levels       
difference in terms of ability in certain subjects.  Part of my role as a leader is 
ensuring that all teachers understand their students’ ability levels, have the best 
tools at their disposal then deliver a balanced and differentiated program. 

I’m sure there will be a time where a child will come home and say; “We did the 
same activity as last year.”  I would respectfully challenge that statement and 
point out to them that they would have been asked to do more, or were being 
assessed to a different standard as they get older.  A fitness analogy may be 
useful; a “beep test” or a “bench press” are good standardised physical          
assessments. Even though these activities are the same when tested from one 
year to another, the speed required in running or amount of weight being lifted 
changes as you get older and fitter.    

I hope this clarifies some of your wonderings and if you still have some        
questions please get in touch with your child’s class teacher and have a chat. 

 

FROM THE PRINCIPAL—MACIEJ JANKOWSKI 

 

 

 

Term 4 

 

Week 9: 

 

Wednesday 14th December 2022: 

End of Year Concert  

 

Thursday 15th December 2022: 

Year 6 Graduation dinner 

 

Friday 16th December 2022: 

Early Dismissal @ 2:20pm 

 

2023 

Monday 30th January 2023: 

Term 1 begins 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

9th December  2022 | TERM 4 WEEK 8 



 

 

Transition Visit 

Today we held our whole school transition and it was AWESOME! There was an exciting buzz in the air as everyone 
was getting used to their new classmates and new rooms in some cases. Our new Foundation students fit right in 
thanks to our collaborative work with the Kindy on transition visits. There is a great feel in each of the classes and I am 
looking forward to seeing them build cohesion and comradery during 2023. 

 

Please reach out if you have any questions or feedback, we are always striving to improve our practice and hear from 
you. 

 

Have a great weekend! 

Maciej 

 

Swimming Carnival 

In cold wintery conditions, the  Yr 3-6 students participated  in  our Swimming Carnival. Thank you to Mrs Bowman for 
organising and running the event and to families who helped throughout the morning.  

It was a close finish with Eyre holding the shield at the end of the day! 

   EYRE: 210   FLINDERS : 206   BOWMAN: 180 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Year Concert 

The students have been busy learning their class dance for the End of Year Concert next Wednesday 14th December. 
Doors open at 6pm for a 6:30pm start. All welcome. 

 

Murlku Garden 

How good does the Murlku Garden look! Thank you to the students, our grounds person Peter and Mrs Smart for their 
working bee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  
 

 


